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To Students—Getting Started with Experiment Design 
Revised: September 13, 2015 

 
 
Wouldn’t it be cool to learn about the related subjects of science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics (STEM) by being given the opportunity to be a REAL scientist and living it? And 
wouldn’t it be even cooler if this adventure in real science took your explorations beyond Earth 
and into space? Maybe it would change the way you look at these subjects in school. Maybe it 
would even inspire you to consider a job in a STEM field, and become part of America’s next 
generation of scientists and engineers.   
 
We designed the Student Spaceflight Experiments Program (SSEP) to do these things. We 
wanted to let students take ownership in a real science investigation of their own design, and to 
truly be given the opportunity to slip on the shoes of real scientists. We also wanted to do it in a 
way that generated excitement for not just students, but for their teachers, parents, and entire 
community. What better way than to provide students across your community the opportunity to 
design and propose real experiments, with one selected to launch to the International Space 
Station (ISS), America’s Newest National Laboratory, and have it operated by an astronaut?  
These are experiments to be conducted in the weightless environment aboard ISS, which are 
more formally called ‘microgravity’ experiments.  
 
SSEP is about providing a window on the real process of science, and providing truly authentic 
learning that captures how professional scientists do their thing. Scientists design their own 
research program. They write proposals to obtain the research resources they need—which 
means that real science is done through competition. They conduct their research, obtain data, 
and through careful analysis hope to conclude something wholly new about the nature of the 
world. Finally, they report their results by presenting at conferences and by writing up their 
conclusions for publication. But wait, if they need to write proposals, present at conferences and 
publish results, scientists also need to be exceptional writers and presenters (you probably never 
thought about that!) 
 
SSEP allows you to experience all of this, either as an individual researcher or as part of a 
student research team. YOU design a real microgravity research program—an experiment that is 
capable of operating in a real research mini-laboratory aboard the International Space Station. 
YOU write a real proposal in an effort to have your experiment be the one awarded the flight slot 
provided to your community. YOU experience a real science proposal review process. And even 
if your experiment does not win the flight aboard ISS, YOU can conduct your experiment on the 
ground—it’s called the “ground truth experiment”, which defines how the experiment works in 
the gravity environment on Earth.  
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All teams can report results at your science fair, and even present at the SSEP National 
Conference held each July at the Smithsonian’s National Air and Space Museum in Washington, 
DC.  
 
For a student team participating in the SSEP, the opportunity boils down to some very specific 
tasks— 
 

! Background Research: gaining an understanding of the kinds of science experiments that 
can be conducted in microgravity; 

 
! Knowing Your Equipment: gaining an understanding of the operation of the mini-lab in 

which student experiments will fly, and the constraints imposed by its operation in space, 
and flight operations to and from orbit; 

 
! Critical Thinking: posing a good scientific question, and developing a hypothesis that can 

be tested with an experiment in orbit; 
 

! Experiment Design: creatively designing an experiment, procedures for how it is to be 
conducted, and what analysis will be performed once it is returned to Earth, in order to 
address the initial scientific question you posed; 

 
! Submitting a Proposal like a Real Scientist: writing a 5-page proposal that effectively 

communicates the science you are proposing to conduct in orbit, and submitting the 
proposal to a real proposal review board; 

 
And if your experiment is selected to fly— 
 

! Conducting the Experiment: testing and optimizing your experiment before flight, 
assembling the flight mini-laboratory, loading it with your experiment samples, sealing 
the mini-lab, and shipping it to NASA Johnson Space Center in Houston for integration 
into the SSEP payload bound for the ISS. On its return from orbit, receiving your mini-
lab, unsealing it, and harvesting your experiment samples; 
 

! Data Analysis: analyzing your harvested samples and comparing to the results of 
identical ‘ground truth’ experiment(s) you have performed on Earth. This allows you to 
compare the results of the experiment conducted in microgravity to that conducted in the 
gravity environment on the surface of Earth; 

 
! Data Interpretation and Reporting of Results: based on the experimental analysis, seeing 

if you can reach some conclusion and answer the question you originally posed, and 
writing a paper in a format prescribed by your teachers; 

 
And if your experiment doesn’t fly—HEY, still plenty of GREAT stuff for you to do! 
 

! Conducting your ground truth experiment: you can and should conduct your experiment 
on the ground and report results at your science fair, or some other venue that your 
community might make available. In fact you and your team are still welcome to attend 
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the SSEP National Conference at the Smithsonian’s National Air and Space Museum in 
Washington, DC, where you can present your experiment design and ground truth results. 

 
This program is truly designed to let students BE scientists.  
 
A good place to start your thinking is to carefully read the following page at the SSEP website:  
http://ssep.ncesse.org/about-ssep/designing-the-flight-experiment/ 
 
Your teacher will help you go through the process described above. The core resource for your 
teacher is the following page at the SSEP Website:  
http://ssep.ncesse.org/teacher-and-student-proposer-resources/ 
 
 
So … are YOU ready to be a scientist? Are you up to the challenge of being a young 
scientist designing an experiment for flight aboard the International Space Station?    
 
 


